THE CRATER WITH GRAVITY ANOMALY IN THE CENTER MAY BE
THE ANCIENT VOLCANIC CRATER AND GEOTHERMAL UNDER IT
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Lunar volcanism play an important role on studying the thermal and
compositional evolution of the Moon. However, the studies on the
relationships among composition, location and age of Lunar volcanos are still
limit. The high-quality and multi-source remote sensing data offer the
opportunity to obtain significant features of the Lunar volcanism and the
evolution of the Moon. Specifically, the high-quality gravitational features of
volcanic landforms of the Moon are observed by the Gravity Recovery and
Interior Laboratory (GRAIL). Besides, the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter
Camera (LROC) provides detail morphologic features of Lunar volcanos
based on high-resolution optical images. This paper aims to find the
characteristic of Lunar volcanos by observing the gravitational and
morphologic features in the center of craters. The final results show that most
of the craters with central peaks have gravity anomalies except the Mendeleev
crater (5.7°N 140.9°E) whose central area contains significant gravity
anomalies but no central peaks. The area of gravity anomaly may indicate
heat source under the ground.
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1. Introduction
The material composition and structure of the deep moon shell and the moon mantle are one of
the key issues in today’s lunar science[1]. It is important for us to understand the early lunar formation
and to explore the cause of the dichotomy of the moon(the obvious differences in the topography,
structure, material composition, and thickness of the moon shell on the front and back of the moon).
However, it can’t directly obtain accurate components of the deep moon shell and the moon mantle
through remote sensing. Rock samples from the deep moon have not been collected either. Data such as
moon-shock, lunar gravity and topography are used for deep structures research.
The US ”Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory” launched at the end of 2011.High precision
lunar gravity data obtained by the detector.[2] Gravity data uses the latest published 1500 order spherical
harmonic model.The effective gravity is 900 orders.[3, 4]The thickness of the moon shell is an impor
tant parameter for studying the formation and evolution of the moon. Use the GRAIL and LRO terrain
data, Wieczorek et al. [5] calculated the shell thickness model.This model comprehensively analyzes
the thickness and distribution of the moon shell. This model analyzes the thickness and distribution of
the moon shell, based on the average monthly shell thickness obtained from Apollo 12 and 14 month

seismic observation data. Wieczorek et al. calculated the average density of the moon shell as 2550
/
and gave 4 different calculation model results[6].
The moon crater is formed by the small planet hitting the moon.The spatial distribution
characteristics of the crater provide useful reference for understanding the impact different periods of
lunar evolution [7], the asteroid impact process , and the determination of lunar soil thickness [8]. At
present, based on the basic idea of the crater extraction algorithm, the identification method can be
divided intodivided into the following three: the identification method of lunar crater based on the lunar
surface terrain, the identification method of compared gray difference pixels’ value based on impact
crater on remote sensing image, the identification method is to integrate remote sensing image and
terrain information. Among them, the first method is mainly based on the DEM data, using the terrain
comprehensive analysis[9], simulated lava flow characteristics [10] and other methods to extract the
impact crater. The advantage is that it can effectively identify the morphological features of the crater.
However, due to the low resolution of early DEM data, the small crater recognition was very bad. For
the remote sensing image, many scholars use edge detection[11], genetic search algorithms[12] to
extract crater images. Then using hough transform or least squares to fit and match the crater. However,
due to the influence of the angle and height of the light and the complex terrain of the crater, the extracted
crater edge does not completely match the actual undulation position. The recognition accuracy is not
high. As the resolution of DEM data increased, some scholars began to explore the detection algorithms
using the remote sensing image and DEM data[13].
This paper first quotes gravity anomaly analysis in the Von Kármán crater. Chang’E 4 spacecraft
is about to land this crater. This paper found an algorithm for quickly identifying craters. Analysis result,
there is a crater without central peak, but it with the gravity anomaly like the Von Kármán crater. This
crater is Mendeleev crater on the back of the moon. This area may be have some mantle material like
Von Kármán crater.
2. Gravity and Terrain
2.1. Gravity and Terrain related functions
The gravity and terrain of the planet are usually expressed in the form of spherical harmonics
function.
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is the order of the spherical harmonic function, m is the harmonic of the spherical harmonic
function.
is the gravity spherical harmonic parameter. ℎ is the terrain spherical harmonic
parameter. The admittance ( ) (Ad- mittance) and related γ( ) (Correlation) of the frequency domain
gravity and terrain can be expressed as (3)(4)
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( ) is cross power spectrum for gravity and terrain.
( ) is gravity autocorrelation spectrum.
( ) is terrain autocorrelation spectrum.
In the frequency domain, the relationship between gravity and terrain can usually be expressed as
[5]
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is a linear conversion equation.
is part of the gravity field information that is not
represented by the model. The main data is the noise in the gravi- tational field. Assume that Ilm is not
related to terrain. Calculate the spectral information of gravity and terrain
( ),
( ),
( )and the
ratio relation- ship admittance ( ) and related γ( ) using equations (3) and (4). Create a gravity and
topographic relationship model
.Use this relational model to get the simulated spectral information
to fit the actual spectral data. So it can obtain the geophysical parameters. Assume that the lithosphere
of the planet is a thin elastic spherical shell. If the terrain surface is a carrier, it can obtain the linear
transformation model
for gravity and terrain. Expression is
()= ( , , , , , , , , )
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Obviously, the admittance is shell density , mantle density . is pois- 75 son’s ratio. is
young’s modulus. is elastic thickness. is moon shell thickness. is burial depth. is planetary
gravity. is planet radius. These parameters can be solved by comparing the measured and the model
admittance values.
2.2. Von Kármán crater
China will launch the ”Chang’E 4” lunar exploration satellite at the end of 2018. A large amount
of magma invaded after the formation of the crater. Snape et al. think that the western region of Von
Kármán crater is a volcano (Fig1). Snape [5] uses the terrain and gravity data acquired by the early
Japanese ”Moon Goddess”. This area may be as the first landing area for the von Carmen crater. Analysis
shows that the thickness of the moon shell in the SPA area is thin. This area may collect basalt samples
from the moon cellar.

Figure 1: Von Kármán crater DEM data and gravity anomaly

2.3. Gravity and terrain data
The terrain and gravity data used in this study are all from the planetary data system. (Planetary
Data System，http://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/). The terrain data comes from the laser altimeter LOLA
mounted on the LRO . The 2050 order spherical harmonic model is used.(http://pds-

geosciences.wustl.edu/lro/lro-l-lola-3-rdr-v1/lrolol_1xxx/data/lola_shadr/). The US Gravity Recovery
and Interior Laboratory launch-ed at the end of 2011. Unprecedented high precision lunar gravity field
detection data obtained by the detector. Therefore, the gravity field data uses the newly published 1500
order spherical harmonic model.( http://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/grail/grail-l-lgrs-5-rdr-v1/grail_
1001/shadr/). The model uses data from all GRAIL observation arcs. Bouguer gravity and gravity
gradient
In the space domain Cartesian coordinate system, The second-order horizontal gradient component of the Bouguer gravity bit can be represented by Γyy, Γxx, Γxy. Two eigenvalues Γ11 and Γ22 of
the Bouguer gravity horizontal gradient tensor can be calculated. Representing the maximum and
minimum curvature of the Bouguer gravity position. Normalize the two eigenvalues to obtain the
maximum horizontal gradient value.
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The Bouguer gravity gradient is the second derivative of gravity anomaly and can be used to
extract some linear features and correspond to the subsurface fault structure, the boundary zones of
different lithologic geologic, and other structures with density differences.

(a) Bouguer gravity anomaly (b) Bouguer gravity gradient anomaly
Figure2 Bouguer gravity anomaly and Bouguer gravity gradient anomaly map of Von Kármán crater[14]

3. Lunar crater
On the moon, the crater is a major common annular structure. The number of small celestial
craters that can be confirmed at present is about 170. These craters range in diameter from 100 meters
to 300 kilometers. There are two typical impact craters on remote sensing images. The Bowl-shaped
impact crater is a young crater. It is the common crater and the number is the most. The central-peak
impact crate caused by geological reasons.

Figure 2: (a)Bowl-shaped impact crater (b) Central-peak impact crater

From the above figure2 we can see that the impact crater is greatly affected by the illumination.
During the photographing of the ccd camera, the illumination cannot be directed to the crater vertically.
So there is a light shadow in the crater image .Due to the angle of incident light, The area of the shadow
is different. Some scholars believe that the angle of incidence of sunlight can be derived from the size
of the shadow area and the DEM data. The shadows can reflect some of the information at the bottom
of the crater.

Figure 3. The histogram of the lunar impact affected by light.

There are two crater iamge be found on the surface of the moon. One incident light angle of the
image is bigger than another. Histogram statistics for these two images. The result shows that most of
the pixel values are around 100. This is because the normal pixels expressed by most of the rocks on the
surface of the moon. These pixels are the most common gray values in lunar soil.But There are also
many pixel values near the minimum and maximum values of the pixel values. This is due to the
influence of light. In these areas, pixels are minimally affected by terrain. These minimum and
maximum value pixels appear at the edge of the crater. Positioning the crater by locating the pixel area
of the maximum and minimum values.
But for some very small impact craters, the number of pixels is small. They will not show the
same statistical results as above. They reflect the geological information is very little. Therefore, those
smaller impact craters will not be considered. In addition to the crater, images of other topographical
features also have this phenomenon, such as moon hills, moon streams, moon ridges. This phenomenon
is mainly caused by the difference in the topography of the moon's surface.

3.1. convolutional neural network
A convolutional neural network is a type of multi-layer supervision learning network, which
includes the input layer, hidden layer and output layer, where the hidden layer (comprising the
convolution layer and down-sampling layer) is the important link of the deep extraction feature by the
convolutional neural network.
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l is the number of layers, k is the convolution kernel, Mj is the range of the input layer, and b is
the bias value.
The form of the lower sampling layer is:
= (
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is the pooling function, and β is the weight.

The weight-sharing structure of the convolutional neural network makes it more similar to the
biological neural network to decrease the complexity of the network model, reduce the weight quantity
and be consistent with the topo- logical structure of input images and networks in image processing for
feature extraction and pattern classification.
3.2. Central peak determination
An impact crater with a central peak is a special terrain for an ordinary crater. The difference is
that the bottom of the crater has a central peak. We can distinguish the central peak impact crater by
calculating the center roughness of the bottom of the crater. Roughness is a simple parameter for
determining terrain. The higher of the center roughness, the less smooth of the crater.
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R is the roughness,
is the center pixel value.
There is a simple definition of the degree of roughness. The roughness calculate the sum of the
difference between the center point and his neighbor. The larger the value, the greater difference
between this pixel and his neighbor.
3.3. Lunar impact crater detection
Next, we will introduce the framework design of the convolutional god network (such as the
every layer type, the training parameters of dimension and regularization). First, there are 60 crater
images. They are the training samples. But the samples is less than ordinary experiment. The samples
used be change to add the samples. The samples have be reversed and partial interception..

(a)Original image

(b) Vertical reversa

(c) 90°reversal
(d) Horizontal reversal
Figure 3: Extended sample

Figure 4 The result of the identification of the crater
We design the following network structure in order to ensure the full link of the convolutional
neural network. The first layer convolution kernels is 5*5*1*20. There are 20 maps in the first layer.
So the second layer convolution kernels is 5*5*20*50. After the training, we only identified the crater.
And then using the roughness parameter to distinguish the central peak impact craters.
3.4. Gravity anomaly area
Through the above algorithm we can quickly get the location of the crater. But some of the crater
without the central peak. These craters also have the high roughness. As shown Fig 5.
Although these images are wrong craters, they are may also be a suspectedcrater. When the moon
is hit by a foreign planet, at the bottom of the crater may form cracks, as Fig5 (c). First , for the central
peak crater, there are gravity anomaly at the central region. Gravity anomalies can reflect the
superficialmatter of the moon. Gravity anomalies may be caused by magma overflow of the mantle.

(a) Misidentified crater1 (b) Misidentified crater2
(c) Misidentified crater3
Figure 5 Considered to be a crater with a central peak
Although these images are wrong craters, they are may also be a suspectedcrater. When the moon
is hit by a foreign planet, at the bottom of the crater may form cracks, as Fig6(c)(f). First , for the central
peak crater, there are gravity anomaly at the central region. Gravity anomalies can reflect the
superficialmatter of the moon. Gravity anomalies may be caused by magma overflow of the mantle.

(a) CCD image

(d) CCD image

(b) Gravity anomaly

(c) Gravity anomaly gradient

(e) Gravity anomaly
(f) Gravity anomaly gradient
Figure 6 Two craters with a central peak

(a) CCD image

(c) Bouguer gravity image

(b) Gravity anomaly image

(d)Bouguer gravity anomaly

Figure 7 The Mendeleev crater
As Fig 7(c) shown that there are the gravity anomaly at the center. This situation like the Von
Kármán crater. But in the wrong identification crater there are also the gravity anomaly. Although there
are some tiny craters here at the bottom of the crater. The gravity anomaly isn’t cause by the terrain. The
edge of the crater is blurred, so it is a ancient crater. In its southeast direction, there is a crater with
central peak.
4.

Discuss and conclusion

The ”Chang’E4” satellite will land in the Von Kármán crater in the SPA basin on the back of the
moon at end of the 2018, and it is expected to achieve the mantle material. Comprehensive research on
the Von Kármán crater, the central peak. The formation of the central peak is due to the overflow of the

lunar material. In our identification of the impact crater, many craters with complex terrain at the crater
bottom are found. Many of them may be suspect volcanic crater on the image. The distribution of moon
mantle may reflect moon internal structure. It is good for us study the evolution of the moon.
In this paper , there is a crater region that it without the central peak, but it with the gravity
anomaly. This crater is Mendeleev crater. The edge of the crater is blurred, so it is an ancient crater. At
the botton of the crater , there are soma younth small crater, too. The gravity anomaly reflected the
different substances in the near surface. There are some carters with central peak near it. There is not
much research on the back of the moon. Perhaps this crater may be a breakthrough for humans study.
The internal temperature distribution of the moon is an important parameter for determining the
physical state and chemical composition of the moon. It is not possible to directly measure the internal
temperature of the moon. But the gravity data can reflect the Rock distribution of the lunar surface .
There may be an overflow of magma flow in areas of greater gravity anomalies. The rock properties of
these areas may reflect the evolution of moon mantle and moon core.
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